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Sims 4 zodiac challenge

First, I would like to credit dreamsong1968 for making the Sims 3 version of this problem. I have done some work around and play testing to make it work for sims 4. The basic rules will come from Pinestar's Legacy Challenge, which can be found if you are all interested. Some things have changed to
meet this challenge (of course). Read all rules before getting started. I would like to point out that this is a 12-generation challenge that allows you to play every sign once. Set-up: Create your own Sim CAS, keep in mind that the first generation is Aquarius CAS, you can choose the sim clothing name..
Etc. Your sim may be a man or woman who doesn't affect the challenge, but they should be a young adult. You should choose your own properties from the list provided below (by the rules). No other Sims can create a CAS with its founder. You are free to choose your Sims aspirations, however I will list
the ideal choice for each sign of bonus points. Move your Sim to the biggest batch and bulldoze, it should be 50x50. There are two choices throughout the Sims 4. You can choose which neighborhood you live in. Your Sim must go out of the list of compatible games below (by rules). The next generation
of Sims can be born at home or in a hospital, don't really change anything either way to this particular challenge, however you have to randomize the feature of the child, but the teen and adult traits must match the next sign. Sims that die should be kept around like ghosts. You can play as Matriarchy /
Patriarchate if you choose it, however it is not necessary. The only requirement is that the heir you choose meets the required 2 features of the next generation. Rules: No cheating. Aging is a must and life expectancy set to normal. Mods that give you an advantage over other players are not allowed.
Legacy family must be an active family all the time. No Death Flower, Youth Potion or Anything that can save your sim from dying. You shouldn't get a sim through grim reaper. You can age up to Sims with a birthday cake when you notice that their birthday is soon. Any Sim can be moved except: Sims
created by the player, Sims and household download from the gallery, and Sims, who had previously lived in legacy households but were moved out. 1 Quick Reply Replies: 22 (Who?), Views: 54715 times. Original Poster #1 August 22, 2017 at 19:41 Finally by autumnalpixels : January 4, 2019 at 10:25
AM. Reason: Updating the Astrological Legacy Challenge – Updated Seasons/ Get Famous As Someone Who is a bit of a nerd when it comes to astrology and magic in general, I certainly love learning about the western zodiac. So I thought I'd give my love to the zodiac signs of sims. I know that with this
name the problem has been made before, however mine will be more structured for each It is a 12th generation heritage, with each generation representing one of the different zodiac. Side note: This legacy is not meant to misrepresent or offend anyone. Generations are based off of descriptions of the
zodiac from this website. Feel free to read more about each zodiac to get a better sense of your sim personality! Starting from: Feel free to have your founder however you want. Features of each heir will be listed in their section, but their looks depend on you so feel free to be creative! You start, for
example, the traditional legacy of one of the 50x50 lots (or 64x64 if you like). Here is a link to Pinstar's legacy rules. General Challenge Rules: - No money cheats - Mods like mc command center are allowed (and promoted) but don't need - No mods that give you a clear advantage over people who don't
use it - CC is allowed - If you don't complete one of the goals of a generation, you lose the challenge.- Honestly this is the only way to fail a challenge that isn't produced by the heir. First generation: Aquarius Aquarius is shy and quiet, but on the other hand, they can be eccentric and energetic. In both
cases, however, they are deep thinkers and very intellectual people who like to help others. They are able to see without prejudice from both sides, which makes them people who can easily solve problems. Who ever said eccentricity was a bad thing? You are a little out there and can be quite spacey
sometimes, but overall you are very passionate about your morale and trying to make other people's lives better. Just be careful not to become a pushover. Features: Self-Assured, Erratic, Ambitious Aspiration: Head of Pack Careers: Politician Goals: - Reach level ten of a politician's career, either branch
- Complete your aspiration - Have a club gathering at least once a week (your club can literally play for something! Creatively!) - Have three children to marry as an adult - There are at least four good friends (they don't have to be part of your club) - Reach the level of ten Wellness skills generation Two:



Fish Fish is very friendly, so they often come into the company of very different people. Fish are selfless, they are always ready to help others without going back to something. You love to socialize and surround yourself with all kinds of different people. Your parents loved you and raised you to be kind
and perhaps a bit sensitive. Sometimes you can be insecure, especially when it comes to your other significant. For some reason, you can't seem to stay in a relationship for very long. Is there a way to fix this? Features: Creative, jealous, gloomy aspiration: Soulmate Career: Painter's goals: - have at
least two friends of different races/sex/sexuality than your sim - reach the level of ten painting skills - reach the level of ten painter's careers, Branch - Must go through at least two girls / boyfriends before settling down - There are two children - Own pool (at least 4x4 size) Generation Three: Aries As the
first sign of the zodiac, the presence of Aries always marks the beginning of something energetic and turbulent. They are constantly looking for dynamic, speed and competition, always the first in everything - from work to social meetings. You are competitive and hard at work, and can sometimes come
across as a bit arrogant. However, you are a bit inferiority complex, so every time your brother or sister or friend succeeds, you are not too happy about it and always try to one up them. But after a while you realize that you act this way is pushing away the people you care about. Are you rescuing this
relationship before it's too late and the damage is done? Features: Hot Heads, Ambitious, Perfectionist Aspiration: Renaissance Sim Career: Secret Agent Goals: - Are Enemies With Your Brother and Sister, until you're both ya – just one friend until you have YA because they were the only one who stuck
around – Repairing your relationship as quickly as possible – Reach level ten fitness skill – Reach level ten secret agent career (any branch) – Finish your aspiration – Go for a jog for a total of three hours each week – There is one kid Generation Four: Taurus Practical and well-grounded, Taurus is a sign
that harvests fruit work. They feel the need to always be surrounded by love and beauty, turned to the material world and physical pleasures. Stable and conservative, it is one of the most reliable signs of the zodiac, ready to withstand and stick to their choice until they reach the point of personal
satisfaction. You grew up to truly appreciate the food and what it means. You were amazed at how a simple meal could unite the family and how many memories were made because of it. You were close to your parents and taught you to always stand in your land and share your views. However, this
caused you to become a little bull-headed (pun intended). You are super stubborn and don't like to be wrong and don't admit that you are ever wrong. It makes romance difficult for you, but you're constantly trying because you are a hopeless romantic at heart. And when you find that special someone, you
are loyal til the end. Features: Romantic, Foodie, Materialistic Aspiration: Mansion Baron Career: Business or Culinary Goals: - There is a garden with ten perfect plants - Just make organic meals (using ingredients, no fast meals, no eating out) - Reach level ten singing skills - Have a karaoke night with
your family every other week - Reach level ten Business/ Culinary career (any branch) - Complete your aspiration - There are four children (one set of twins, feel free to cheat on this)- use cheat sims.get_sim_id_by_name (PlayedSimFirstName) (PlayedSimLastName) Sim's ID, then use cheat
pregnancy.force_offspring_count (simID) (sum) (sum) -Reach Soulmate status with your spouse before becoming a senior Generation Five: Gemini Expressive and quick-witted, Gemini represents two different personalities in one and you will never be sure which one you will face. They are sociable,
communicative and ready for fun, with a tendency to suddenly get serious, thoughtful and restless. They are fascinated by the world itself, very curious, with the constant feeling that there is not enough time to experience everything they want to see. Growing up, you had a perfect life: two parents who
loved each other, lots of friends, good grades, and a beautiful house. You lived a good life, so why did you always feel like you wanted more? You decide to take a step on your own, leaving your family behind to pursue their dreams in the big city. However, you quickly realize that life is more difficult than
it seems. You can't find a job you're comfortable in, you can't hold down relationships, but you'll find solace in entertaining people and throwing parties. Something about being a host really makes you feel happy. Features: Noncommittal, Outgoing, Insider Aspiration: Party Animal Career: No Goals: - Do
have a twin (feel free to cheat on this) - You are the opposite of your twin, in an obvious way, such as style, but also in more subtle ways, such as emotions and reactions to events (for example, you might be stereotypical and make one of the twins a preppy person and the other emo person) - Reach a
level of fascination - Move to an apartment with the needs of the TLC feature - Throw all sorts of parties at least once - Complete your aspirations - Do three jobs (at least one week on each) before deciding to freelance - Travel to at least two community lots every week and stay there for at least an hour -
There are at least a level four of three different skills when you're a senior - Learn all the recipes from vender stalls in City Living - There is one set of twins (keep trying until you get them) - Be caught cheating with your spouse (you can decide whether they stay together or not) Generation Six A: Cancer
Deeply intuitive and sentimental, Cancer can be one of the most difficult zodiac signs to get to know. They are very emotional and sensitive, and deeply caring about family and their own home issues. Cancer is sympathetic and attached to people they keep close. Those born with their Sun cancer are
very loyal and able to empathize with other people's pain and suffering. In another life you would have become a doctor, but in this one you are happy with taking care of your family and making sure your kids grow up the best they can. You are a loving but strict parent, and just want what is best for your
children. However you push them away, it is too Features: Gloomy, Jealous, Family Oriented Aspiration: Super Parent Career: No Goals: - Gen. Six Heir must reach level five imagination and communication as a toddler – Master Baking Skills – Master Cooking/Cooking Skills – Host a tea party (or a small
get together) every week. Invite your neighbors, friends, family, whatever you want. Have baked a good collection of what you did. - Complete your aspiration - Pick up woodworking as a hobby and craft every sculpture - you live off of your parents' money until you get a spouse: you must have a home
wife/husband, and never will work. You are allowed to sell duplicate sculptures for money, however. - Show off your sculptures by putting them on display somewhere in your house! - Get lunch for the kids every morning. If you forget, make them snack when they get home. - Keep the house clean, all you
have to do all day is works, after all! - There are two children - Both children are supposed to be's school generation seven: Leo People born with the sign of Leo being a natural born leader. They are dramatic, creative, opinionated, dominant and very difficult to resist, capable of achieving anything they
want in any area of life they commit to. There is a special strength in Leo and their king jungle status. Leo often has many friends because they are generous and loyal. Opinionated and attractive, it is the Sign of the Sun that is able to unite different groups of people and lead them as one for a common
cause. Your parents were so overbearing for you and your brother growing up that in your teenage years you started to rebel. Staying out late, skipping the classroom, whatever you might think about. Your parent took care that you had good grades, but you don't care about school. All you cared about
was the focus. You're going to make it big and you don't need a calculus to help you rock out on your guitar or make the crowds feel the emotion from your acting. You are arrogant and stubborn, but determined to succeed no matter what the cost. Unfortunately this means that you can miss out on the
things that are most important in life. Features: Materialistic, Music Lover, Cheerful Aspiration: Musical Genius/Master Actor Career: Entertainer/Actor Goals: - There is one night stand with a groupie when you reach level five in your career, leading to an unplanned pregnancy, If your heir of this generation
is a man, come up with some sort of reason why you get a baby. My mother didn't want it, my mother died in childbirth, anyway. You can even move her until she gives birth, then they have a big fight, and she goes to them.- Reach level ten entertainer/actor career (musician branch) - Complete your
aspiration - Have one child - Never marry, but there are as many relationships as you would like - Never that lies in your child's life; You you want to be dominant like your parents – Reach level ten in two instruments (you can choose) – Licensing songs are good for some extra money – Master Acting Skill
– Making videos are also good in addition to the money Generation Eight: Virgo Virgo always pays attention to the smallest details. Their methodical approach to life ensures that nothing is left to chance and their hearts could be closed to the outside world. This is a sign often misunderstood, not because
they lack the ability to express, but because they will not accept their feelings as valid. The symbolism behind the title speaks well of their nature, born with the feeling that they are all experiencing for the first time. You grew up without a strong parent figure in your life that you found it hard to trust other
people. How do you know that they would be there for you when you really needed them? You are wary and shy, but curious about the world. You truly enjoy learning and collecting things, and with this passion is how you meet the love of your life. They are the only person you can trust, but they can tell
you that you always hold yourself back and hide parts of yourself away from them. Can a relationship last with this kind of mistrust? Features: Loner, Geek, Bookworm Aspiration: Curator career: Scientist Goals: - Marry coworker, which has at least one feature in common with you - Marry right before
becoming an adult - Separate from your spouse for some time after a great fight (your choice if they get back together ) - Reach the level of ten scientist careers - Complete your aspiration - Have a home library (at least 25 books) - Finish collection (your choice) - There are two children generation nine:
Libra People born with the sign of Libra is calm and fair, and they hate to be alone. Partnership is very important for Libra-borns, and with their winning mentality and cooperation, they can't stand alone. Libra is an Air Mark, with a pronounced intellect and a keen mind. They can be inspired by good books,
insurmountable discussions and interesting people. You thrive on socialization. Your parents are kind of shy homebodies, but you crave a permanent business and can't stand to be with yourself. It can come across as quite more than a few people, so sometimes it's hard for you to make friends. And
despite being such a sociable person, you have sort of forgotten when it comes to romance. You are very childish in the best possible way and are the kind of parents to get out in the dirt and play with their children. You are a very supportive parent and you are trying to make your family as happy as they
can be by any means. Features: Unflirty, Loves Outdoors, Goofball Aspiration: Big Happy Family Career: Social Media/Gardener Goals: - Go on vacation to Granite Falls every other week (or once in a season) - Promote your kids homework and practice skills – Do your kids max at least one skill – There
are four good friends – Be best friends with your spouse – Visit at least two community parties each week and spend four hours socializing and meeting new sims – Complete Aspiration – Reach level ten social media/gardener career (either branch)-You post a lot about your kids and about your life, so
take as many pictures of your kids as you can!- Or a wall in a house filled with family photos - Master photography skills - Master parenting skills - Master Herbalism / Gardening skill - There are two children, and adopt one (total of three children) Generation Ten: Scorpio Scorpio born to be passionate and
compelling people. They are determined and decisive, and will research until they find out the truth. Scorpio is an excellent leader, always aware of the situation, as well as features prominently ingenuity. You grew up watching true crime television shows and superhero movies and decided that's what you
wanted to do with your life: to bring justice and fight evil. Unfortunately you can not become a superhero, but you can become a policeman /detective. You want the world to be a better place than it was before, and you want your legacy to be something of a legend. Hardworking and dedicated to your
craft, you tend to focus too much on work and this puts a strain on your relationship. Features: Ambitious, Right, Genius Aspiration: Nerd Brain Career: Detective Goals: - Marry your high school sweetheart - Complete your aspiration - Reach the level of ten detective careers - reach the level of ten logic
skills - reach the level of ten handiness - Get divorced (you can decide who gets custody of your children) - Get remarried as a senior, retired from your career - There are three children generation eleven: Sagittarius Curious and energetic, Sagittarius is one of the greatest travelers among all the zodiac
signs. Their open mind and philosophical perspective motivates them to wander around the world in search of the meaning of life. You love to travel and learn new things. You want to experience as much as possible in your life, which means that you meet people who are different from yourself. You heard
that one of your ancestors (generation five) was a great traveler too, so you decide to follow in their footsteps. Features: Outgoing, Noncommittal, Dance Machine Aspiration: Friend of the World or Archaeological Scholar/Jungle Explorer Career: - Live in three different worlds for at least a week before
settling down - There are children with three different people - Never marry - Make money freelancing (collecting, gardening, painting, writing, what you want! This includes stuff that comes along with Jungle Adventure, such as archaeology and treasure hunt.) - Completely transform your house at least
once (after sedation down for good) - Go to festival (unless you're at work/on about wedding /etc) - Travel to a nightclub every Friday - Complete aspiration - Master dance skills - Master comedy skill Generation Twelve: Capricorn Capricorn is a sign representing time and responsibility, and its
representatives are traditional and often very serious in nature. These individuals have an internal state of independence, which makes it possible to make significant progress in both their personal and professional lives. They are masters of self-foundies and able to lead the way. You hated how loosely
energetic and set back your parents were, and craved structure and discipline. As a teen, you had to schedule every day after school: do homework, practice your skills for an hour, eat dinner, go to bed. Moving so often meant that you don't have many friends, so you chose to devote all your time to
learning as many skills as you could. But focusing on one detail of life that you miss on the bigger picture. Features: Ambitious, Snob, Mean Aspiration: Fabulously Wealthy Career: Tech Guru Goals: - Since this is the last generation, you can choose whether to have children or not. Noone is
recommended. - Reach the level of ten tech guru careers (either branch). - Master logic skills - There is at least a level of seven of the three other skills (your choice) - Follow the schedule every day; spontaneity is not your powerful suit – Marry as an adult to someone who shares at least one of your
qualities and is in the same career as you. - Live in an expensive house (200,000 simoleons or more) by the time you're an adult – Surround yourself only with other snobby people – Buy an expensive item every Wednesday. (Maybe even start a collection of expensive works of art or sculptures and
showcase them somewhere in your house. Feel free to get creative with it.) Oh wow, we've made it to the end of the challenge! I hope you enjoyed it. Feel free to show me pictures or update me on your playthrough on this if you like (tumblr: lemonfraise.tumblr.com/twitter: @absoluteking8). You can also
use the hashtag #autumnalzodiac so I can see your posts and reblog some of them! If you have any questions or suggestions, please tell me and I'll take them into account. &lt;3 #2, 5:26 a.m.: About City Living work, are you home tasks or actually go to work? Is the first child born to the heir or the last?
Just trying to get the facts straight, looks very interesting. I could do it later. Original Poster #3, September 4, 2017 at 11:17 AM Quote: Originally Posted by KaraSolo Question: On Urban Living Jobs, Are You Home For Tasks Or Actually Go To Work? Is the first child born to the heir or the last? Just trying
to get the facts straight, looks very interesting. I could do it later. Good afternoon! You can choose to stay at home or go to work, completely up to you. And the heir will be chosen, however you want; Use Pinstar rules , so that you can Heir. I hope you enjoy the challenge if you decide to do so! #4 30 Apr
2018 at 11:16 PM Last updated: 2 May, 2018 at 6:18 AM. Posts: 76 Thanks: 854 11 Posts 6 Achievements I love this challenge! I actually started Let's Play on my channel if anyone is interested in watching :D Original Poster #5 May 3, 2018 at 5:16 pm Wow, thanks so much! I hope you enjoy the
challenge; I'll be watching it! Original Poster #7 June 5, 2018 at 7:02 pm Quote: Originally posted by Simmiller Very Creative! Thank you! Ï™ ̧Ž #8 28 November 2018 at 8:21 am Question – do we stay in need of TLC flat from generation 5-11? Original Poster #9 December 1, 2018 at 9:09 pm Quote:
Originally Posted by sashay17 Question - do we stay in need of TLC flat from 5-11? You are allowed to move whenever you want! Only this generation is necessary to stay in this apartment, but then gen you can move around. #10 Dec 2 Only this generation is necessary to stay in this apartment, but then
gen you can move around. Thank you! #11 22 December 2018 at 12:34 PM Posts: 3 Thanks: 75 1 Posts 3 Achievements This seems really unique and fun, thanks for the idea! #12 July 9, 2019 at 2:35 pm just wondering if it will be updated on island life? Do love some of the challenges associated with
this #13 July 15, 2019 at 1:47 AM I have mccc installed and have my alien settings that include female alien pregnancy. My Aquarius founder was a man and he was kidnapped as ya when he became an adult he married his girlfriend and they had a son. It counts as two of the three children that he
should have. Then his wife was kidnapped... She was a baby girl alien. Does this child (the wife's foreigner) have a child, counts as one of my founder's 3 children? Or does he still need another one to meet the goals of this generation? Original poster #14 July 18, 2019 at 1:08 AM Quote: Originally Posted
by NakiSwan just wondering if it will be updated in island life? Would love some challenges related to this I'd love to update it, but I don't have Island Living so I can't. Sorry Original Poster #15 July 18, 2019 at 1:09 AM Quote: Originally Posted by Chillyzgrrl I have MCCC installed and has my alien settings
set to include female alien pregnancy. My Aquarius founder was a man and he was kidnapped as ya when he became an adult he married his girlfriend and they had a son. It counts as two of the three children that he should have. Then his wife was kidnapped... She was a baby girl alien. Does this child
(the wife's foreigner) have a child, counts as one of my founder's 3 children? Or does he still need another one to meet the goals of this generation? would say that this would Because your male sim can adopt this alien baby as a care dependent, similar to a stepparent/stepkid relationship. #16 September
2, 2019 at 1:40 pm Thanks for the fun challenge This was the first challenge I've tried Sims, I really enjoyed it. I think my favorite boy is Sterling (Virgo) and my favorite girl is Robin (Sagittarius). I put them in the gallery. #zodiaclegacychallenge There are many customized content to allow that if you are
looking for them. Thanks for the fun challenge. Screenshots #17 September 7, 2019 at 8:57 AM Can I use a freelancer career that came up to date gemeni generation insteed? Original Poster #18 September 12, 2019 at 11:04 PM Quote: Originally posted yes Can I use the freelancer career that came
update gemeni generation insteed? For the spouse, yes. But not with Gemini sim! (That's to say, it's your game – do whatever you think will make you have the most fun!) #19 Nov 20, 2019 #20 2020 at 5:16 am I chose this challenge on my first let's play youtube! excited to see any updates on university
or eco living! #21 July 17, 2020 at 3:15 pm Hi! For the last generation, what should be considered expensive? Original Poster #22 July 2020 at 6:12 pm Prices: Originally Posted by qwiedes Hi! For the last generation, what should be considered expensive? 200,000 symelon or more! Original Poster #23
2020 6:12 Quote: Originally Posted by Eremophobia Are you going to update this university? I don't have any current plans, but probably in the future! Back to top
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